Mass spectrometry (MS) is used widely in biomolecular structural analysis and is particularly dominant in the study of proteins. Despite its considerable power, state-of-the-art protein MS frequently suffers from limited reliability of spectrum-to-structure assignments. This could not be solved fully by the dramatic increase in mass accuracy and resolution of modern MS instrumentation or by the introduction of new fragmentation methods. Here we present a new kind of two-dimensional mass spectrometry for high fidelity determination of a biomolecular primary structure based on partial covariance mapping. Partial covariance two-dimensional mass spectrometry (pC-2DMS) detects intrinsic statistical correlations between biomolecular fragments originating from the same or consecutive decomposition events. This enables identification of pairs of ions produced along the same fragmentation pathway of a biomolecule across its entire fragment mass spectrum. We demonstrate that the fragment-fragment correlations revealed by pC-2DMS provide much more specific information on the amino acid sequence and its covalent modifications than the individual fragment mass-to-charge ratios on which standard one-dimensional MS is based. We illustrate the power of pC-2DMS by using it to resolve structural isomers of combinatorially modified histone peptides inaccessible to standard MS.
Mass spectrometry (MS) is used widely in biomolecular structural analysis and is particularly dominant in the study of proteins. Despite its considerable power, state-of-the-art protein MS frequently suffers from limited reliability of spectrum-to-structure assignments. This could not be solved fully by the dramatic increase in mass accuracy and resolution of modern MS instrumentation or by the introduction of new fragmentation methods. Here we present a new kind of two-dimensional mass spectrometry for high fidelity determination of a biomolecular primary structure based on partial covariance mapping. Partial covariance two-dimensional mass spectrometry (pC-2DMS) detects intrinsic statistical correlations between biomolecular fragments originating from the same or consecutive decomposition events. This enables identification of pairs of ions produced along the same fragmentation pathway of a biomolecule across its entire fragment mass spectrum. We demonstrate that the fragment-fragment correlations revealed by pC-2DMS provide much more specific information on the amino acid sequence and its covalent modifications than the individual fragment mass-to-charge ratios on which standard one-dimensional MS is based. We illustrate the power of pC-2DMS by using it to resolve structural isomers of combinatorially modified histone peptides inaccessible to standard MS.
Mass spectrometry is the method of choice for the structural analysis of biomolecules, such as proteins 1, 2 , nucleic acids, lipids and metabolites. The primary aim of protein MS analysis is to identify a protein by establishing the sequence of its molecular building blocks, i.e. amino acids, and to characterise possible post-translational modifications (PTMs) 3 . To do so, the biomolecules are typically first cut into smaller fragments, e.g. using enzymes to obtain peptides, which are subsequently sent to a mass spectrometer via soft ionisation techniques [electrospray ionisation (ESI) 4 or matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionisation (MALDI) 5 ]. There, they are usually further fragmented to obtain detailed structural information by activation methods of tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS), the most prevalent being collision-induced dissociation (CID) 6 , and finally the spectral information is pieced together to deduce the primary structure of the original biomolecule.
The crucial step of the protein MS workflow is the deduction of the amino acid sequence and its PTMs from the tandem mass spectra. This task can be accomplished using a range of approaches which rely on either matching the experimental spectra to "theoretical" ones 7 derived from protein databases and a set of generalised peptide fragmentation rules 8, 9 , matching the acquired MS/MS spectra to spectral libraries 10 , or performing a first-principles structural reconstruction using the measured spectrum and fragmentation rules only (so-called de novo algorithms) 11 . Whichever method is chosen for the data interpretation, normally less than 60% of the measured fragment mass spectra are successfully interpreted and matched to the correct peptide and protein sequences [12] [13] [14] . Failure in spectrum-to-structure assignment is caused by a number of factors, among them the strong variability of peptide decomposition patterns as a function of the analysed amino acid sequence, presence of PTMs, type and location of the modifying groups, peptide length, charge state etc. [15] [16] [17] , frequently leading to considerable deviation of the experimental mass spectra from those predicted by the simplified peptide fragmentation rules. Moreover, the MS analysis is compromised by false identifications caused by fragments attributed to isobaric (within the given mass tolerance), isomeric or even identical ions belonging to incorrect structures, the most prominent example of the latter being structural characterisation of co-fragmented combinatorially modified peptides 18, 19 .
Mainstream one-dimensional (1D) MS is striving to overcome the spectral assignment challenges through two main avenues: (i) the development of new fragmentation methods [20] [21] [22] and (ii) improving the accuracy and resolution of the mass-to-charge (m/z) measurement 14, 23 . For example, the introduction of electron-based activation techniques, such as electron transfer (ETD) 20 and electron capture dissociation (ECD) 21 , which randomly cleave the peptide backbone bonds, has led to a crucial increase in sequence coverage compared to the traditional CID technique, thus providing a higher structural specificity of the obtained fragment mass spectra. Furthermore, the combined use of electron-and collision-based dissociation methods has achieved an additional enhancement in the reliability of spectrum-to-structure assignments 24, 25 . The remarkable resolving power and mass accuracy of ion cyclotron resonance (ICR) and the Orbitrap mass analysers allowed one to measure ions at sub part-per-million mass accuracy, boosting considerably the structural specificity of the m/z measurement 26 .
However, the most advanced forms of 1D mass spectrometry, that unevitably rely on individual fragment massto-charge ratios, cannot solve some central problems of biomolecular MS, even at complete sequence coverage and theoretically infinite mass accuracy. An example, as we show here, is the formidable analytical challenge of identifying co-fragmented isomeric combinatorially modified peptides, which often lack any theroretically possible isomer-specific fragments by which the presence of particular isomers could have been detected 18, 19, 27 . Within pC-2DMS, we solve this topical problem by using statistical correlations between fragment ion peaks across a series of repeated MS/MS measurements (see Fig. 1 ) to establish isomer-specific structural correlations that cannot be obtained by any existing MS approach. Noteworthy, the only currently available form of twodimensional MS, 2D Fourier transform (FT) ICR 28, 29 is inherently unable to solve such structural problems, because of the lack of the fragment-fragment correlation information. Indeed, in contrast to pC-2DMS, the 2D FT-ICR technique is based on the same physical principle as 2D exchange NMR spectroscopy and produces precursor-fragment ion correlations, that can otherwise be generated through 1D MS/MS approach provided high enough precursor isolation efficiency 6 .
Figure 1 | The principle of pC-2DMS.
The inherent scan-to-scan fluctuations in the abundances of fragments born in the same (panel a) and consecutive (e.g. "niblings" formation, see text) reactions follow each other in a series of individual MS/MS scans (panel b). pC-2DMS exploits this property to identify such fragment pairs, by analysing a series of repeated MS/MS scans and calculating the partial covariance between all fragment intensities. The correlating fragment pairs are joined by positive islands on the pC-2DMS map (panel c).
The map is symmetric with respect to the = autocorrelation diagonal (grey dashed line), because pC-2DMS correlates the same fragment mass spectrum with itself. The autocorrelation line contains uninformative self-correlations of each spectral signal and is usually removed for visual clarity, as it has been done here.
pC-2DMS is based on the physical principle of partial covariance mapping 30 . Covariance mapping spectroscopy was developed by Frasinski et al. as a tool for the study of mechanisms of radiation-induced fragmentation of diand tri-atomic molecules 31 . The technique is based on measuring the covariance, ( , ) , between the intensities of every pair of spectral signals X and Y across a series of ionic time-of-flight spectra,
where angular brackets denote averaging over multiple spectra. If a pair of signals, X and Y, are characterised by positive covariance, their intensities fluctuate synchronously across different spectra, and as a consequence the corresponding fragments X and Y are determined to originate from the same decomposition process, e.g. Z→X+Y.
Covariance mapping has been shown to be effective, for example, in unravelling the decomposition mechanisms of 'hollow atoms'  unstable states of matter formed by intense X-ray free electron laser (XFEL) irradiation  or in correlating photoelectron emission with the fragmentation of hydrocarbons in intense infrared laser fields 32 . An extension of covariance mapping, known as 'partial covariance mapping', was developed to single out the mechanistic correlations from extrinsic (uninteresting) ones, which affect each and every spectral signal simultaneously in a uniform manner and can result, for example, from fluctuations in laser intensity 32 (see also Supplementary Information). Partial covariance mapping has allowed researchers to study X-ray induced fragmentation at XFELs under significant intensity fluctuations of the ionising pulse 33 . All the covariance mapping studies have been so far performed to elucidate the laser-induced ionisation and/or decomposition mechanisms of atoms or small molecules [e.g. N2 & I2 33 ] of a priori well known structure. In what follows, we use partial covariance mapping concept for the first time to deduce the unknown primary structure of a biomolecule, demonstrating the pC-2DMS technique and its advantages over conventional analytical MS.
Results and Discussion

Total ion current partial covariance mapping
In a typical biomolecular MS measurement, there exist multiple fluctuating experimental parameters affecting all the fragment intensities simultaneously. For example, in the case of the ion trap ESI CID experiments performed in this study, these are ion focusing voltages, axial and radial trapping voltages, resonance excitation and ejection voltages, ion trap helium gas pressure, electrospray flow rate and others. Monitoring changes in all, or at least in a series of the most dominant (if identified) experimental parameters causing spectral fluctuations on a scan-to-scan basis, as required by the standard partial covariance formulation 32 , is impractical and frequently not possible. Within pC-2DMS, this obstacle has been overcome through development of a new form of partial covariance mapping that is based on the single, readily accessible parameter, namely the total ion count (TIC) of a fragment mass spectrum. We call this approach total ion current partial covariance mapping. Indeed, since the compound effect of all fluctuations in the experimental conditions influences the total number of MS/MS scan fragment ions, the TIC partial covariance, ( , , ), enables us to extract true fragment ion correlations between fragments born in the same/consecutive molecular decompositions while suppressing the otherwise overwhelming extrinsic correlations dominating the simple covariance map (shown in Supplementary Fig. 1 ). The TIC partial covariance between each pair of fragment mass spectral signals X and Y is given by:
In order to provide a theoretical basis for our TIC partial covariance mapping procedure we have expanded the statistical theory of covariance for noisy Poissonian processes 34 . This theoretical framework is valid when the number of ions trapped in each scan follows a noise-augmented Poisson distribution, as we have verified for our typical ESI experiments. The extended theory gives the TIC partial covariance between two fragment ions X and Y for the fragmentation of biopolymers as:
where  0 is the average number of parent ions fragmented at each scan, 1 is the probability that a single parent ion will dissociate to produce fragments X and Y, and is the instrument fragmentation-to-detection efficiency, typically required to be ~30 % or higher for successful covariance analysis 32 . The small additional term − 0 arises due to the imperfection of the TIC-based partial-covariance correction, is guaranteed to be negative, see Supplementary Information. Eq. 3 shows that the TIC partial covariance between X and Y is linearly dependent on parent ion abundance and the branching ratio of the process that produces X and Y together. This linearity renders pC-2DMS suitable not only for qualitative, but also for quantitative analysis. Negative TIC partial covariance between fragments X and Y does not stem from them being born in the same or consecutive decomposition reactions and can be disregarded.
pC-2DMS -demonstration of principle
We illustrate how pC-2DMS works on a triply protonated acetylated peptide of human histone H3.1 protein [ 118 VTIMPKAcDIQLAR 129 , KAc = N ε -acetyllysine], P1. A conventional 1D CID mass spectrum of P1 displays a wide range of standard sequence-specific fragments, so-called a-, b-and y-ions 35 , providing a good model for the pC-2DMS demonstration. The pC-2DMS map, which shows the value of the TIC partial covariance (Eq. 2) between every pair (X, Y) of CID spectral signals, is presented in Fig. 2 . By construction, pC-2DMS maps are symmetric with respect to the main diagonal (m/zx=m/zy, autocorrelation diagonal) along which all fragment signals trivially correlate with themselves (we remove it for clarity). The off-diagonal peaks of 2+ (y8 2+ ), see signal ○ F in Fig. 2 . The sequence-specific fragment-fragment correlations of Fig. 2 experimentally demonstrate the validity of the TIC partial covariance introduced in Eq. 2. They also indicate that covariance mapping can be performed both for trapped ions and for species as large as peptides with masses of the order of kDa. Finally, the data of Fig.  2 show that the correlation of consecutive decomposition products, and not only of the sibling fragments, can be revealed by covariance mapping. We have successfully tested pC-2DMS on a variety of unmodified and PTMcontaining peptide sequences, as well as on RNA and DNA oligonucleotides and whole proteins (see Supplementary Information Table 3 and Figs. 9-16 for representative examples). Our data indicate that the pC-2DMS principle is generally applicable for structural analysis of diverse biological polymers. Noteworthy, the pC-2DMS fragment ion correlations greatly facilitate the assignment of such anomalous biomolecular fragments as those produced by scrambling of the original primary structure (see Supplementary Fig. 8 ). The fragment-fragment connectivity embodied in pC-2DMS signals render them much more specific to the biomolecular sequence than the corresponding 1D MS fragment ion peaks. For example, in the case of correlations involving internal ions of the length typical of tryptic peptides, we have shown that the level of structural specificity of pC-2DMS correlations obtained at a modest 0.8 Da m/z tolerance cannot be achieved by 1D MS even at infinite mass accuracy, for any fragment ion type (see Supplementary Fig. 6 ). pC-2DMS uncovers the structure-specific fragments spanning more than three orders of magnitude in relative abundance (see Supplementary Information, Fig. 3 ). In order to differentiate very low intensity pC-2DMS true signals from possible statistical noise, we introduce a correlation score S(X,Y) calculated by normalising the volume of pC-2DMS signals (X, Y) to the standard deviation σ(V) of their volume upon jackknife resampling 37 :
We rank all the pC-2DMS signals according to their relative correlation scores taken as a percentage of the highest S(X,Y) off-diagonal peak on the map. The S(X,Y) score reflects the stability of the pC-2DMS correlation signals and turns out to be superior to pC-2DMS peak height or volume (defined by relative value of TIC partial covariance, see Fig. 2 ) as a measure of true structural signals, see Supplementary Information Fig. 2 . The introduced correlation score can be used as a universal parameter for pC-2DMS peak selection across the full m/z range in an automatic pC-2DMS spectrum-to-structure matching engine. We have designed and successfully tested ( Supplementary Fig.  7 ) a prototype of an automated pC-2DMS database search engine, whose algorithm is based exclusively on fragment-fragment correlations selected and weighted by their correlation scores.
pC-2DMS for combinatorial PTMs
We demonstrate the analytical power of pC-2DMS by using it to solve an outstanding problem of state-of-the-art MS, namely the analysis of combinatorial modification patterns, considering post-translational modifications on histone peptides as a particular example. The major challenge of such analysis [e.g. for studying the 'histone code' 38 ] is resolving mixtures of co-fragmented positional isomers which feature the same modified residues but in different locations within the peptide sequence. This problem is caused by the frequent absence of unique ("marker") 1D MS fragments, irrespective of the fragmentation method, sensitivity, mass accuracy or resolution, which would enable one to distinguish each isomer from every other co-fragmented structure. Indeed, resolution of the series of diacetylated histone H4 peptide isomers which we resolve here was previously considered as "mathematically impossible" (see '3AC' isomers in Fig. 2 of reference 27 ; note that the fixed N-terminal acetylation does not contribute to the combinatorial modification patterns 27 ). Effectiveness of the currently available methods for combinatorial isomer characterisation is strongly limited either by pre-analysis separation capability 18 or by the restrictive requirement of targeted comparison of the fragment MS data to the individually obtained spectra of every possible isomer in its pure form 19 . Here we concentrate on mixtures of the co-fragmented isomeric diacetylated forms P2-P5 of histone H4 peptide 4 = N ε -acetyllysine), the Lys-8, Lys-16 diacetylated peptide P5 has no unique 1D marker fragments. For example, the red and blue fragments of P5 can each be generated by more than one co-fragmented isomer. However, the correlation between these non-unique fragments is unique to P5 and represents one of the marker ion correlations of the peptide. b, 3D view of (m/z 500-524) × (m/z 518-542) region of the pC-2DMS map of a mixture of triply protonated P2-P5, exhibiting the marker ion correlation of P5 (all measured marker ion correlations can be found in Supplementary Fig. 5a ). The corresponding segments of the averaged 1D CID spectrum, featuring the individual non-unique fragments, are plotted against the back walls of the map. c, 2D view of the pC-2DMS map region shown in panel b with features extracted using the S(X,Y) correlation score, Eq. 4, (scores are colour-coded).
The correlation-based nature of pC-2DMS enables one to obtain unique 2D marker ion correlations between the nonunique 1D peptide fragments, solving the formidable challenge of combinatorial modification analysis. This general principle is illustrated in Fig. 3 for Lys-8, Lys-16 diacetylated peptide P5 39 . In an arbitrary mixture with three other diacetylated forms of the same amino acid sequence (see P2-P4 in Fig. 3a) P5 is unable to produce, regardless of fragmentation method or instrumental mass accuracy, any possible unique fragment (either terminal or internal) that would distinguish it from the co-fragmented isomers (see Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 ). For example, the peptide fragments [GGAKAcR] + (y5 + , blue) and [GGKAcGLG] + (bi(3-8) + , red) can each be generated by more than one co-fragmented isomer (marked by arrows of corresponding colour in Fig. 3a) . In contrast, the pC-2DMS correlation between the two nonunique fragments (Fig. 2b) is unique to the modification pattern of P5 and therefore allows one to unambiguously reveal the occurrence of this structural isomer. We call such pC-2DMS signals isomer-specific marker ion correlations. All measured pC-2DMS marker ion correlations of each peptide P2-P5 are given in Supplementary Fig. 5a . Figure 4 demonstrates the use of these marker ion correlations to straightforwardly resolve different two-to four-fold mixtures of the peptides P2-P5, which have proven inaccessible to 1D MS/MS 19, 27 . We have also validated the applicability of pC-2DMS to quantitative analysis predicted by Eq. 3 on the four-fold mixture of peptides, see Supplementary Information, Fig. 5b . . pC-2DMS straightforwardly reveals the presence or absence of each of the structural isomers through its isomer-specific marker ion correlations. Only one of the measured marker ion correlations is shown for each isomer (all the measured marker ion correlations for each peptide P2-P5 are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5a ).
Conclusions
In conclusion, we have developed a new two-dimensional mass spectrometry for structural analysis, pC-2DMS, which provides a unique kind of structural information: fragment-fragment correlations. These correlations are much more sequence-specific than the individual fragment ion mass-to-charge ratios on which standard 1D MS is based. By matching possible biomolecular sequences to correlated fragment pairs rather than individual fragment ions, we can confidently single out the correct primary structure where the standard approach fails. This new technology has been developed and demonstrated using a commercial benchtop mass spectrometer, with the readily accessible total ion count as the single partial covariance parameter, enabling its immediate wide utilisation as a practical tool. Since the new technique relies on the physical principle of partial covariance mapping, its applicability depends primarily on sufficiently high fragmentation-to-detection efficiency of a mass spectrometer. Once this is ensured, pC-2DMS can be applied to any chemical species under any ionisation and activation methods.
Methods
Synthetic peptides were prepared by Fmoc strategy for solid-phase synthesis on a multiple automated synthesizer (Syro II, Multisyntech). The synthesis was carried out on preloaded Wang resins. The synthetic peptides were dissolved in a solution of 50% acetonitrile/2% formic acid in water to give concentrations of ∼1 μM to ~10 μM for 1D CID acquisitions and 100 fM to ~ 1 µM for pC-2DMS measurements. All mass spectral measurements were performed on a LTQ XL (Thermo Fisher Scientific) linear ion trap mass spectrometer. The samples were infused into the mass spectrometer via a Harvard Apparatus 11 Plus Single Syringe Pump coupled to a Nanospray II Ion Source (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at flow rates of 3-5 µl/min and spray voltages of 1.8 -2.2 kV, with no flow of auxiliary desolvation gas. The temperature of the ion transfer capillary was held constant at 200°C. The peptide ion of interest was isolated in the linear ion trap and fragmented by collisional-induced dissociation at normalised collision energy of 20% or 35%, activation time of 30 ms and Mathieu q-value of 0.25. The MS/MS scans were performed at scan rates of 16 666 Da/s and 125 000 Da/s. No averaging over microscans was performed in the pC-2DMS experiments.
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Formal theory of covariance and partial covariance mapping for noisy Poisson processes
Mikosch and Patchkovskii 34 developed a formal theory of covariance for noisy Poisson processes. For such processes the event rate follows a so-called 'augmented Poisson distribution', which is a Poisson distribution for which the mean event rate = 0 is itself sampled from a normal distribution, with constant 0 the central event rate and centred around = 1. The statistics are analysed in terms of the "compound outcomes", ℕ. For each of the m possible outcomes of the elementary fragmentation process, the m-th element of the vector ℕ gives the number of times this elementary outcome has occurred in the overall, compound outcome. The moments ( ) of the distribution of the compound outcomes are given by a recursive expression 34 :
where is the vector 1 … enumerating the desired moment order, is a vector of length with 1 at position j and zeroes elsewhere, is the probability of outcome for an elementary event, is the standard deviation of the normal distribution from which is sampled and ( ) is the multinomial coefficient. The recursion in equation (S1) is initialised by the zeroth moment of a probability distribution (i.e. 1).
This framework can be used to analyse a covariance measurement on a system with known outcome probabilities for the mechanism being probed and known finite detection efficiency. By systematically considering the respective probabilities of each relevant spectral measurement, one can derive an analytical expression for the simple covariance between any number of spectral channels.
Here we have extended used the theoretical approach of Ref. 34 to derive an expression for the partial covariance between two spectral signals where the total number of measured ions (total ion count, TIC) is used as a single partial covariance parameter [Eq. (2)]. We are interested in the partial covariance between two fragment ions X and Y for the case of the induced fragmentation of a biomolecular ion. The total number of parent ions subjected to analysis at each scan is assumed to follow the noise-augmented Poisson distribution, which we have experimentally confirmed in Supplementary Fig. 3 . We need to consider the following probabilities for the decomposition of a single parent ion:
1) X and Y are created in the parent ion decomposition, with the probability = 1 2) X and another molecular fragment Z that is not Y are created in the parent ion decomposition (e.g. Z is the product of a neutral loss or charged loss from Y), = 2 3) Y and another molecular fragment Z that is not X are created in the parent ion decomposition (e.g. Z is the product of a neutral loss or charged loss from X), = 3 4) Any two molecular fragments, neither of which are X or Y, are created in the parent ion decomposition (e.g. parent ion dissociates to two other complementary fragment ions A+B), = 4 5) The parent ion does not fragment, = 5 We then account for the finite detection efficiency, , by considering possible measurement outcomes following an elementary fragmentation event. The following elementary measurement events are relevant for the TIC-based partial covariance:
1) X and Y are both measured at the detector, 1 = 1 2 2) Only X is detected (i.e. Y or Z is also produced, but are not observed due to the finite detection efficiency), 2 = ( 1 + 2 ) (1 − ) 3) Only Y is detected (i.e. X or Z is also produced, but is not observed), 3 = ( 1 + 3 ) (1 − ) 4) X and another ion Z that is not Y (e.g. Z is the product of a neutral loss from Y) are both measured at the detector, 4 = 2 2 5) Y and another ion Z that is not X (e.g. Z is the product of a neutral loss from X) are both measured at the detector, 5 = 3 6) Only one ion, that is not X or Y, is detected (i.e. parent ion dissociates to two different fragment ions A+B and only A or B is observed, a non-fragmented parent ion is detected, or fragmentation leads to X/Y+Z, but X/Y is not detected), 6 = ( 5 + (1 − )( 2 + 3 + 2 4 )) 7) Any two ions, neither of which are X or Y, are measured at the detector (i.e. parent ion dissociates to two different fragment ions A+B, both of which are measured at the detector), 7 
where = 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 . We observe complete parent ion fragmentation in the experiments performed in this work, meaning 5 ≈ 0 and the expression simplifies to TIC partial covariance between two fragment ions X and Y as given by:
where  0 is the average number of trapped ions, 1 is the probability that one of the parent ions under analysis will dissociate to produce X and Y, 2 is the probability that a parent ion dissociates to give X and another fragment ion that is not Y (e.g. there is a neutral loss from Y), 3 is the probability that a parent ion dissociates to give Y and another fragment ion that is not X (e.g. neutral loss from X) and 4 is the probability that a parent ion dissociates to give any two other fragment ions, neither of which are X or Y. is the detection efficiency of the detector, typically required to be ~30% or higher for successful covariance analysis 32 . Equation (S3) shows that the TIC partial covariance between X and Y has a positive contribution that is directly proportional to the probability of a parent ion producing the fragments X and Y, and a negative contribution stemming from competing processes. Given high enough detection efficiency and provided the number of dissociation pathways available to the fragmenting molecule is large enough such that 4 ≫ 1,2,3 (practically, this is the case for all fragmenting biological polymers), the first term dominates and the TIC partial covariance is linearly dependent on parent ion abundance and the branching ratio of the process that produces X and Y together. The formal analysis of the TIC-based partial covariance shows that it is false-positive-free: if the TIC partial covariance between a fragment pair is positive, to a desired degree of statistical significance, this pair is known to have been produced in the same fragmentation process, to the same degree of statistical significance.
Identification of fragment charge state using mass conservation lines
The canonical method for identification of fragment ion charge state in 1D MS is to exploit the small natural abundance of heavier atomic isotopes (e.g. The pC-2DMS presents a novel way to extract the charge states of a pair of fragment ions -through the gradient of the mass conservation line upon which their correlation falls. If the two correlated ions measured at m1/z1 & m2/z2 are the intact primary products of the dissociation of a parent ion with mass MrPar, then the sum of their masses must be equal to the mass of the parent ion that dissociated to produce them:
This means that any such correlation, located on a pC-2DMS map at x=m1/z1, y=m2/z2, will fall along a straight line of the form:
This can be rearranged to:
which defines a straight line with gradient − (1). The simple covariance map exhibits positive covariance between all spectral signals as a result of fluctuating experimental parameters causing all signal intensities to rise and fall synchronously. The corresponding region of the 1D CID spectrum is shown along the x-and y-axes. b, 2D view of the same region of the TIC partial covariance pC-2DMS map of peptide P1, constructed using equation (2) . The pC-2DMS map reveals the peptide fragments of common origin (true correlations appearing as positive red/yellow islands on the pC-2DMS map) whose signal intensities fluctuate together as a result of them being created along the same fragmentation pathway, whilst the extrinsic correlations are suppressed (negative blue/magenta islands). The full (non-truncated) pC-2DMS maps are symmetric with respect to the diagonal (x = y), removed for clarity, along which each spectral signal is trivially correlated with itself. Both true (red letters) and extrinsic (blue letters) correlation islands are annotated for the major signals corresponding to correlations of the peptide fragment y8 2+ : a) y8 
Whilst the majority of the map section presents little statistical noise and the true correlation islands are readily identifiable, the area marked by the dotted line (m/z 575-600) × (m/z 560-1000) is populated by a significant number of scattered strong features (blue) arising due to statistical noise associated with the dominant 1D signals. The inset shows that these blue 2D signals are confidently identified as statistical noise by scoring them using jackknife resampling of the original dataset [equation (4)], while the true correlation peak n is readily singled out on the basis of its outstanding pC-2DMS correlation score (red spot). Note, the high sensitivity of pC-2DMS enables to identify intact sulfated fragment ions (a, b, c, e, f, j, m, n) , greatly assisting in the localisation of the post-translational modification under CID. demonstrates that pC-2DMS is able to simultaneously reveal the relationships of molecular fragments spanning more than three orders of magnitude of % RA in 1D MS/MS.
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2+ (pY = phosphotyrosine).
Supplementary Figure 4 | Dependence of pC-2DMS signals on number of scans acquired. Panels a-d
show the convergence of the pC-2DMS correlation score-ranked signal lists with number of scans for a representative sample of doubly and triply charged peptide ions. We choose the manually verified top N (40 for a doubly charged parent ion and 50 for a triply charged parent ion) correlations obtained at 10,000 scans as a reference. The red curves (upper panels) give the number of the top N correlations calculated at each number of scans which are also found in the verified reference correlations (we call this value X), while the blue curve (lower panels) gives the percentage of these manually verified correlations that appear in the X topscored signals (this gives a measure of the fidelity of the top X signals). The data show that it is possible to extract a very high quality signal list allowing confident sequence assignment after only ~1000 scans. LGEY(nitro)GFQNALLVR and LGEY(nitro)GFQNALIVR, which were trivially awarded the same pC-2DMS search engine score, are not plotted on the histogram. c, pC-2DMS search engine results for triply protonated peptide GWGR(Me2)EENLFSWK, R(Me2)=N G ,N G' -dimethylarginine (Coilin). Arginine dimethylation was specified as variable modification for the search. d, pC-2DMS search engine results for identification of the sequence GSNKGAIIGLM (Amyloid Beta peptide) from the pC-2DMS map of an equimolar mixture with its unnatural palindromic reverse isomer MLGIIAGKNSG, introduced to simulate the co-isolation of an abundant contaminant isobaric ion. The high specificity of the pC-2DMS correlation matching (see Supplementary Fig. 6 ) enables the search engine to uniquely identify the naturally occurring sequence despite a multitude of abundant contaminant correlations from the unnatural isomer, giving it a standout pC-2DMS correlation score. (2)], normalised to the highest off-diagonal pC-2DMS peak. The autocorrelation line, which trivially correlates each spectral signal to itself along the diagonal (x = y), has been removed and a standard 8x8 median filtering procedure has been applied to the map for visual clarity. The black line graph plotted against the back walls of the pC-2DMS map is the averaged standard 1D MS/MS mass spectrum. A non-exhaustive selection of top scoring pC-2DMS peaks is labelled, including very weak signals corresponding to the true (intrinsic) fragment ion correlations revealed using pC-2DMS scoring. Supplementary Fig. 10 . Note that the 1D averaged MS/MS spectrum is dominated by the structurally uninformative signal of the neutral loss of water from the parent ion, which is facilitated by the N-terminal glutamic acid residue of the peptide. Such structurally uninformative neutral loss fragmentations of the parent ions result in only one measurable fragment and thus do not produce any pC-2DMS correlation. It is a general property of pC-2DMS that it can reveal structurally informative signals even when the corresponding 1D spectrum is dominated by parent ion neutral loss (see also e.g. Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Table 2 . The symbols 'x' or 'o' across a row denote non-unique (identical or isomeric) fragments that can be produced from two or more positional isomers. The table demonstrates the absence of any unique 1D fragment, given any arbitrary mixture of all four isomers, for the positional isomers P4 and P5 under any theoretical backbone fragmentation. A tick denotes a unique 1D signal channel for P2 and P3, however these amount to a selected few internal ions of which no 1D signal that could potentially correspond to such a fragment appears above ~2% RA in our standard 1D CID measurement of the P2-P5 mixture. 
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